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“Let’s Eat” is a 6 minute animated short film that centers on the relationship between a 
mother and daughter in a Chinese American immigrant family. “Let’s Eat” strives to be a 
universal story told through a distinctly Asian American voice.

As a single parent in an unfamiliar country, Ma’s entire life centers around raising Luan, 
her rambunctious young daughter. Likewise, Luan spends her childhood indulging in 
endless quality time with her playful, loving mother. However, as Luan grows up, it isn’t 
long before life gets in the way and causes mother and daughter to also grow apart. By 
channeling their feelings into cooking, the two strive to find their way back to each other, 
one homemade meal at a time.
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Studio: Anamon Studios, LLC 

Co-Founders
Amy Kuo
Andrew Wedell
Dixon Wong

Location: San Francisco, CA

Platform: Nimble Collective

Title: Let’s Eat

Production Type: Short Film

Length: 5:47

Country of Origin: USA

Genre: Short Film | Family | Coming of Age

Year of Production: 2019

Budget: $50,000 

Ratio: 16:9

Audio: Stereo

Language: English | Mandarin

STUDIO

LOG LINE
Follow an immigrant mother and her daughter through 

their journey of growing up and apart. Though born into 

different cultures which leads them to take their relation-

ship for granted, they learn that the unconditional love 

they share is irreplaceable.
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Anamon Studios was created from a shared dream to build a studio that gave underrep-

resented communities a way to tell their stories. 

In 2015, we started our journey when we met at San Francisco State University. Amy Kuo 

had left her career in tech because she wanted to contribute something greater to her 

community. Dixon Wong had quit his job of nine years to take a chance and pursue his 

passion. Andrew Wedell wanted to push the boundaries of 3D animation as a medium 

for storytelling. Despite having no industry experience, the three of us persevered in 

forming Anamon Studios and started creating animated content.

As of May 2018, our Anamon family has grown bigger than we could have imagined. 

From voice actors to CGI artists to social media managers, over 40 amazing individuals 

have volunteered their expertise and time to drive this vision forward. We cannot wait to 

share our stories with the world.
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When we were brainstorming ideas for a 3D 
animated short film, Amy said, “You know 
that feeling of nirvana when you take that 
first bite of a delicious meal? We should do 
a film about that!” Dixon immediately 
thought about his family’s relationship and 
knew that the film could be about how food 
bridges the gap between immigrant parents 
and their first generation children.

As the first generation born in America, we 
experienced many cultural clashes and 
misunderstandings with our immigrant 
parents. We wanted to create a film to high-
light this experience, which is pervasive 
amongst first generation Asian Americans. 
Immigrant parents sacrifice everything to 
flee their home country to build a better 
future for their children. However, these 
children grow up in another culture and 
have difficulties understanding what their 
parents have endured. This leads to a differ-
ence in values and expectations as children 
try to build their lives in a way that deviates 
from what their parents had envisioned.

Ma and Luan’s tale touches upon moth-
er-daughter relationships and the unspoken 
translation of love into food. These are 
familiar themes reflected through a Chinese 
American perspective, which is often under-
represented in mainstream media. 

“Let’s Eat” is our heartfelt and enthusiastic 
contribution to the world of Asian American 
and Pacific Islander (AAPI) representation. 
We started with a simple idea between the 
three of us in December 2016, with a dream 
to create the best short film possible and 
tell a story that was dear to our hearts. 
Today, we are fortunate enough to share 
this dream with our amazing Anamon team, 
our incredible mentors, and our supportive 
network of families and friends.
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CHARACTERS

ENVIRONMENTS
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instagram.com/letseatshortfilm/

letseatshortfilm@gmail.com

letseatshortfilm.com

facebook.com/letseatshortfilm/


